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Local optical density of states in SiO2 spherical microcavities: Theory and experiment
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The local optical density of states~LDOS! in 340-nm-diam SiO2 spherical microcavities was calculated and
probed experimentally by measuring the luminescence decay rate at 1.54mm of erbium ions implanted in the
colloids. To separate the effect of nonradiative processes, first the radiative decay rate of Er31 in bulk SiO2 was
determined. This was done by varying the LDOS in an Er-doped planar SiO2 film by bringing the film into
contact with liquids of different refractive index in the rangen51.33– 1.57. By comparing the calculated
LDOS with the observed changes in decay rate with index, the radiative rate was found to be 54610 s21 (t
51863 ms) in bulk SiO2. This value was then used to analyze the difference in decay rate in colloids
surrounded by air or immersed in an index-matching liquid. Within the experimental error, agreement was
found between the calculated and experimentally probed LDOS in the colloids. Finally, a full determination of
the LDOS vs size in SiO2 microcavities is presented (2pR/l50.1 – 6.9), which shows the appearance of a
number of maxima, corresponding to the position of the electric-type resonances inside the microcavity.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.64.033807 PACS number~s!: 42.50.2p, 12.20.Fv, 68.55.Ln, 42.70.Ce
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I. INTRODUCTION

The spontaneous-emission rate of an atom is not a p
erty of the atom only, but depends on the local optical s
rounding as well. Recently, there has been a growing inte
in the use of dielectric structures, such as microcavities
photonic band-gap materials, to modify the rate of sponta
ous emission. Such modifications were observed for Rydb
atoms@1,2#, for atoms placed in microcavities@3–5#, in thin
films @6#, close to a mirror or dielectric interface@7–10#, in
liquid microdroplets@11–13#, and photonic crystals@14–16#.

The changes in decay rate can be determined by calc
ing the local density of states~LDOS! and then applying
Fermi’s Golden Rule to obtain the radiative decay rate. It
been shown that the radiative decay rate is proportiona
this LDOS, both in a scalar approximation@17# and for the
full Maxwell equations@18,19#. For relatively simple geom-
etries, the LDOS can be calculated using either a full se
eigenfunctions of the Helmholtz wave equation@20–22# or
by using Green’s functions@23,24#.

Luminescent ions can be used to experimentally probe
LDOS. In general, the measured changes in decay rate
not be compared directly to theoretical results because n
radiative processes that occur parallel to the radiative de
must be taken into account. Therefore, in an experime
determination of the LDOS, accurate and reproducible me
ods are needed so that the nonradiative and radiative d
rates can be determined independently.

Trivalent rare-earth ions are excellent candidates to pr
the LDOS, since the optical transitions occur in the visib

*On leave of absence from the Institute of Physics, AS CR,
Slovance 2, Prague, Czech Republic.
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and near-infrared part of the spectrum and they have exci
state lifetimes in the millisecond range with high quantu
efficiencies@7,9,25#. The transition frequency is almost in
sensitive to the host material and resembles that of the
ion, due to the fact that the optical transitions take place
the 4f shells that are shielded from interactions with the h
material by the 5s and 5p electrons. Ion implantation o
rare-earth elements can be used to put the atoms at a
defined depth in almost any host material@26#.

In this paper, we study the radiative decay rate of op
cally active Er31 ions incorporated in SiO2 colloidal spheres,
which serve as small spherical microcavities. To separate
diative and nonradiative components in the decay, exp
ments were also done on an erbium-implanted SiO2 thin film
on a silicon substrate. By changing the LDOS in the film
bringing it in contact with liquids with different refractive
indices, and monitoring the change in the decay rate of
erbium ions, the radiative and nonradiative decay rates
Er31 ions in bulk SiO2 were determined. This resulted in th
first experimental determination of the radiative decay rate
Er31 in pure SiO2. These data were then used to analy
experimentally observed changes in decay rate
Er31-doped SiO2 colloids upon immersing the colloids in a
index-matching liquid. A large effect is observed if the Er31

is incorporated in a 340-nm-diam spherical microcavi
which can be attributed to the geometry of the microcavi

II. EXPERIMENT

SiO2 colloidal spheres were made using a wet chemi
reaction from tetra-ethoxy-silane~TEOS!, ethanol, ammonia,
and water. The sphere diameter obtained was 340 nm
size polydispersity of 5%. The colloids were deposited
Si~100! substrates that were cleaned for 15 min in a 1.0

a
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KOH solution in ethanol and rinsed in pure ethanol befo
use. A droplet of the spheres dissolved in ethanol was pu
the substrate, and the ethanol was allowed to evaporate,
ing to the formation of three to four layers of stack
spheres.

A SiO2 layer of 100-nm thickness was grown on a Si~100!
substrate in two consecutive steps using a reaction mixtur
TEOS, ethanol, ammonia, and water. The substrates were
into the reaction mixture and the layer was grown for 2
under continuous stirring of the mixture. Details of the sy
thesis procedure and characterization of the layers and
spheres are published elsewhere@27–31#.

The 100-nm-thick SiO2 film was implanted with 70-keV
Er1 ions to fluences of 3.431014 ions/cm2 and 9.1
31014 ions/cm2 at room temperature. The 340-nm-dia
spheres were implanted with 350-keV Er1 ions to fluences of
0.931015 and 2.531015 at cm22. Both implantation condi-
tions were chosen to lead to the same nominal Er peak
centrations of 0.2 and 0.5 at. %. After implantation,
samples were annealed in a vacuum furnace~pressure<5
31027 mbar! at 100 °C for 1 h and at 900 °C for 1 h.

Scanning electron microscopy~SEM! images of the col-
loids were taken using 5-keV electrons at a resolution be
than 5 nm. Photoluminescence~PL! spectra were obtaine
using the 488-nm line of an Ar-ion laser as a pump sour
The pump beam was modulated at a frequency of 13
using an acousto-optic modulator. The PL signal was focu
onto the entrance slits of a 96-cm grating monochroma
and detected by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled Ge detector e
ploying standard lock-in techniques. The spectral resolu
of the system was 6 nm. PL decay traces of the lumin
cence were recorded at the peak of the Er31 luminescence a
1.536mm and averaged using a digitizing oscilloscope. T
overall time response of the system was measured to b
ms. Transparent liquids of different refractive index (n
51.33– 1.57) were brought into contact with the sample s
face, while the luminescence signal was collected from
~unpolished! backside of the Si substrate. Since silicon
transparent for wavelengths longer than 1.1mm, the Er31

luminescence around 1.54mm can be collected without dif
ficulties. The pump laser beam was directed onto the sam
surface through the liquid films. The liquids used in our e
periments are water (n51.33), a microscope immersion o
~Merck, according to DIN 58884,n51.51!, and iso-eugeno
(n51.57). An index-matching liquid (n51.45) was pre-
pared by mixing water and ethylene glycol in the right pr
portions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Synthesis and photoluminescence

Figure 1 shows a SEM image of the 340-nm silica c
loids. A layered structure composed of three to four lay
can be vaguely determined from the SEM image. The la
thickness was found more accurately in Rutherford ba
scattering spectrometry~RBS! measurements@25#. RBS on
the SiO2 film implanted with 70-keV Er ions shows a Gaus
ian Er depth distribution peaking at a depth of 39 nm with
standard deviations511 nm. The peak concentrations a
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0.2 and 0.5 at. %, respectively. Spectroscopic ellipsome
measurements~not shown! on the annealed Er-implante
film indicate that the SiO2 layer thickness is 100 nm and th
refractive index equals that of pure SiO2 made by thermal
oxidation (n51.45).

The PL spectrum of a sample with three to four layers
340-nm spheres annealed at 900 °C is shown in Fig. 2.
Er31 ions are excited into the4F7/2 level as shown in the
inset. The emission is due to transitions from the first exci
state (4I 13/2) to the ground state (4I 15/2), peaking at a wave-
length of 1.536mm. Other samples, implanted to higher e
bium fluences even if annealed at different temperatures
well as the 100-nm-thick SiO2 layers, show the same P
spectrum. This spectrum is similar to the PL spectrum
erbium ions implanted into thermally grown SiO2 @32#. Since
the shape of the PL spectrum is determined by the S
splitting of the ground state and first excited state induced
the local environment around the atom, this suggests tha

FIG. 1. SEM image of SiO2 colloidal spheres~diameter 340 nm!
deposited on a Si substrate.

FIG. 2. PL spectrum for Er implanted SiO2 colloids of 340 nm
diameter on a silicon substrate. The 488-nm emission line from
Ar ion laser was used as an excitation source. The PL spect
peaks at a wavelength of 1.536mm corresponding to the4I 13/2

→4I 15/2 transition of Er31.
7-2
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LOCAL OPTICAL DENSITY OF STATES IN SiO2 . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 033807
local environment of the Er31 ions in all samples discusse
in this paper is comparable.

In the next two sections, we will first describe expe
ments to determine the radiative decay rate of Er31 in planar
SiO2 films and compare this value with existing literatur
We will then use these data to study the LDOS in colloid
particles.

B. Luminescence lifetime and local density of states
in the Er3¿-doped SiO2 layer

Figure 3 shows decay rates of Er31 measured at a lumi
nescence wavelength of 1.536mm for the SiO2 film im-
planted to a peak concentration of 0.2 at. % Er. Decay ra
were measured for the sample in air and in contact w
liquids with refractive indicesn of 1.33, 1.45 ~index-
matching case!, 1.51, and 1.57. A clear increase of the dec
rate from 184 to 205 s21 is observed as the refractive inde
of the liquid is increased. A similar~absolute! increase in the
decay rate was observed for a sample with a peak conce
tion of 0.5 at. %~not shown!.

As we have shown before, for the simpler case of a sin
interface between two dielectric media of infinite thickne
@9,10#, the increase in decay rate with refractive index of t
covering liquid can be understood by considering the opt
LDOS for the SiO2 film in contact with liquids of different
refractive index. According to Fermi’s Golden Rule, the r
diative decay rate can be written in terms of a LDOSr as
@9,22#

Wrad~r !5
pv

\e~r !
uDu2r~v,r !, ~3.1!

wheree(r ) is the position-dependent dielectric constant,v is
the transition frequency, anduDu2 is the atomic dipole matrix
element of the transition involved. This matrix element is n
influenced by the optical properties of the interface. Thus

FIG. 3. Measured decay rate of Er31 ions in a 100-nm-thick
SiO2 layer as a function of refractive index of the covering liqu
~0.2 at. % Er!. The Er31 ions were excited through the liquid usin
the 488-nm line of an Ar-ion laser, while the PL signal was c
lected from the back through the Si substrate~see inset!.
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macroscopicr ande(r ) are the only parameters in Eq.~3.1!
that are varied in our experiments.

The LDOSr can be calculated as a function of positionr .
For a dielectric slab, this calculation is done by quantizi
the electromagnetic field using a complete set of normali
eigenvectors of the classical Maxwell problem, closely f
lowing Ref. @22#. For this calculation, the complete set
incoming plane waves at a single frequency is summed,
ing reflection and refraction of the waves as given by
Fresnel coefficients of the layered system. Since the ion
our experiments are distributed randomly in the matrix,
integration over all angles and both polarizations was do
For an absolute determination of the radiative rate, the
croscopic local field should be used in the calculation. T
local field seen by the atom is due to the microscopic en
ronment of the atom and differs from the macroscopic fie
With the liquid films in our experiment, we only influenc
this microscopic local field through the macroscopic fie
since the Er31 ions are relatively far away from the interfac
@33#.

Figure 4 shows a calculation of the local LDOSf 1.45 for a
100-nm-thick SiO2 slab (n51.45) on a Si substrate (n
53.45) normalized to the LDOS for a bulk medium of r
fractive indexn51.45. The calculation was done for a wav
length of 1.54mm, corresponding to the peak of the Er31

emission. The factore(r ) in Eq. ~3.1! is included in the
definition of f 1.45 making this LDOS directly proportional to
the radiative decay rate. The positionz50 corresponds to
the position of the Si/SiO2 interface.

The dashed line shows the calculated LDOS for a sam
in air (n51.00) and the solid line shows the LDOS for a
index-matched film (n51.45). The oscillations in the LDOS
on both sides of the interface are caused by interference
tween incoming and reflected waves and have a periodi
of ;l/2n. Such oscillations are invisible in the SiO2 film
because the film thickness is much smaller than the emis
wavelength~thickness,l/4n!. Clearly, for both curves in

FIG. 4. Polarization- and angle-averaged local optical density
states for a 100-nm-thick SiO2 layer (n051.45). The layer is sand
wiched between a Si substrate (n53.45) and an ambient withn
51.00 ~dashed line! or n5n051.45 ~solid line!. All calculations
were done for a vacuum wavelength of 1.54mm. The inset shows
the LDOS in the SiO2 layer in more detail.
7-3
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M. J. A. de DOODet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 033807
Fig. 4, the LDOS in the SiO2 film is enhanced compared t
that for bulk SiO2 ( f 1.4551.00), which is due to the presenc
of the high-index Si substrate. The inset of Fig. 4 shows
LDOS in the SiO2 layer in more detail, which clearly show
that the LDOS in the film increases with increasing index
the outside medium (n51.00– 1.45). According to Eq.~3.1!,
this explains the measured increase of the decay rate
refractive index as observed in Fig. 3.

The change in decay rate with refractive index can
calculated quantitatively by considering the calcula
LDOS, the measured Er depth profile, and the variation
the 488-nm pump light over the film thickness due to int
ference. We find that the observed relative increase in de
rate is much smaller than that found in the calculation t
assumes that the decay process is purely radiative. There
nonradiative processes that are independent of the op
properties of the interface must be included. The total de
rate is the sum of the radiative and nonradiative decay ra

W5Wrad1Wnonrad. ~3.2!

Using Eq.~3.1!, the total decay rate can be rewritten
terms of the LDOSf 1.45:

W~n,z!5 f 1.45~n,z!Wrad
1.451Wnonrad, ~3.3!

where f 1.45 is the LDOS normalized to the LDOS in a bu
material withn51.45 andWrad

1.45 is the radiative decay rate o
Er31 ions in bulk SiO2. The solid line in Fig. 3 is a fit of Eq.
~3.3! to the measured data, resulting inWrad

1.45554610 s21

and Wnonrad5115610 s21. The radiative and nonradiativ
rates are separated by the dashed line in Fig. 3. Note tha
radiative rate for the index-matching case (n51.45) is found
to beWrad569 s21 for the SiO2 thin film. This is higher than
the radiative rate in bulk SiO2 ~54 s21!, which is due to the
fact that the Er31 ions are close to the high refractive inde
Si substrate, which enhances the radiative decay rate.
analysis uses refractive index valuesnD at l5590 nm. As
the index dispersion between 590 nm and 1.5mm is less than
2% and the LDOS is sensitive to the difference in ind
between SiO2 and the liquid, this introduces an error,1%
@34#.

C. Comparison with literature

The radiative rate of 54610 s21 (t51863 ms) for Er31

in bulk SiO2 found in the preceding section is identical to t
lifetime measured for 10-mm-thick SiO2 layers grown by wet
thermal oxidation of Si that are implanted with 3.5-MeV E
ions @32#. In that case, the distance between the interfa
and the Er31 ions is so large that the LDOS is equal to that
bulk SiO2 within a few percent and a lifetime of 17 ms wa
reported (W559 s21). We note that the radiative lifetime o
1863 ms determined here is larger than the lifetime found
several other studies of Er-doped SiO2 @4,32,35# indicating
that nonradiative decay plays an important role in those s
ies.

Our result can also be compared with measurement
the decay rate of Er31 in a Si/SiO2 planar microcavity stud-
ied by Vredenberg and co-workers in Ref.@4#. The active
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SiO2 region was doped with Er31 ions using Er-ion implan-
tation. They find that the emission rate enhancement
suppression effects in such cavities are smaller than th
predicted by theory. One explanation of this effect, also
dicated by the authors, is that there is a nonradiative com
nent in the decay. Using Eq.~3.3!, with f equal to the cavity
enhancement factor given in Fig. 3 of Ref.@4#, we can fit the
cavity data to Eq.~3.3! and find Wrad555 s21 and Wnonrad
528 s21. This value forWrad is in perfect agreement with th
value obtained above for bulk SiO2.

The radiative rate for Er in bulk SiO2 of 54 s21 can be
compared to the radiative decay rate of Er implanted in si
sodalime glass, which was determined to be 45 s21 @9#. The
difference is likely to be due to a difference in the loc
environment of the Er ions, which is also reflected in t
difference in PL spectra.

D. Luminescence lifetime in Er3¿-doped SiO2 spherical
microcavities

Now that we have determined the radiative lifetime
Er31 in bulk SiO2, this result can be used to study changes
the luminescence lifetime of Er31 in SiO2 colloidal spheres.
The SiO2 spheres are grown using a similar process to t
for the thin SiO2 layers @31#. Therefore, the local environ
ment is likely to be the same and hence the radiative lifeti
of the Er ions is the same in both cases. Figure 5 shows E31

luminescence decay traces measured atl51.536mm for
SiO2 spheres of 340-nm diam~as in Fig. 1! implanted with
350-keV Er ions to a fluence of 0.931015 ions/cm2

~0.2 at. %) and annealed at 900 °C for 1 h. Two lumine
cence decay traces are shown: one for the spheres in air
one for the spheres in an index-matching (n51.45) liquid. A
large increase in the decay rate from 69 to 101 s21 is ob-
served for the index-matched case. After removing the ind
matching liquid and drying the sample for several minut
the decay rate returned to the original value of 69 s21, show-

FIG. 5. Photoluminescence decay traces plotted on a logarith
scale for erbium-ion-implanted 340-nm-diam SiO2 spheres~0.2
at. % Er!. Decay traces for the sample in air (n51.00) and im-
mersed in an index-matching liquid (n51.45) are shown. The
straight lines correspond to single exponential fits with decay ra
of 69 and 101 s21, respectively.
7-4
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LOCAL OPTICAL DENSITY OF STATES IN SiO2 . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 033807
ing that the index-matching process is reversible. We h
repeated the experiment using dimethylsulfoxide~DMSO!
(n51.48) and fully deuterated DMSO-d6 and found t
same increase by 30 s21 for both cases. This excludes th
possibility that the increase is due to nonradiative proces
owing to2OH and2CH groups in the liquid, as the quench
ing rate for the two liquids should then have been very d
ferently@36,37#. This indicates that the effect on decay rate
purely caused by the refractive index of the liquid.

In the index-matched case, the LDOS in the colloids
identical to that for the SiO2 film on Si in contact with the
index-matching liquid, as given by the solid line in Fig. 4.
the present geometry with the substrate covered with thre
four layers of 340-nm spheres, the implanted Er31 ions are
placed 700–1000 nm away from the Si interface. As can
seen in Fig. 4, for these distances the LDOS differs by l
than 7% from the bulk value. Therefore, the radiative de
rate of the Er31 ions inside the index-matched spheres m
be close to the rate in bulk SiO2 of 54610 s21. The differ-
ence with the measured rate of 101 s21 is then attributed to a
nonradiative decay process at a rate of 47610
s21 ~101 s21254 s21547 s21!. Having now determined the
nonradiative decay rate in these colloids, we can derive
radiative decay rate in the colloids in air by subtracting
measured nonradiative rate from the measured total rat
air. This results in a radiative decay rate of 2
615 s21 ~69 s21247 s21522 s21! for a 340-nm-diam sphere
surrounded by air.

This experimentally determined value can be compa
with theoretical calculations of the LDOS for a spheric
particle. The LDOS is obtained by using the imaginary p
of the Green functionG(v;r ,r ) of the Helmholtz equation a
a given frequencyv @38,39#. The LDOS is defined as
@23,24,40#

r~v,r !52
2

p
Im G~v;r ,r !. ~3.4!

Using the definition of Eq.~3.4!, the relation between the
LDOS and the radiative decay rate is again given by
~3.1!.

Figure 6 shows a calculation of the LDOS for a sing
spherical particle at a vacuum wavelength of 1.536mm, as a
function of the radial distance, for spheres with a diamete
175 ~a!, 340, ~b! or 1600 nm~c!. The density of states is
normalized to the LDOS of a bulk medium withn51.45. For
the 175- and 340-nm-diam spheres, very little variation
the LDOS is observed inside the sphere. This can be
plained by the fact that the emission wavelength is lar
then the first Mie resonance in these spheres. Note tha
average LDOS can be larger@Fig. 6~a!# or smaller@Fig. 6~b!#
than the LDOS in bulk SiO2, depending on the sphere diam
eter. For larger diameter spheres Mie resonances ap
leading to more pronounced variations in the LDOS
shown in Fig. 6~c! for 1600-nm spheres.

A complete representation of the LDOS for a sing
sphere with a refractive indexn51.45 surrounded by air is
shown in Fig. 7, as a function of sphere diameter~horizontal
axis! and the position within the sphere~vertical axis!. The
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gray scale indicates the LDOS normalized to the LDOS
bulk SiO2 (n51.45). The position within the sphere is no
malized to the sphere radius such thatr /R51 corresponds to
the edge of the sphere whiler /R50 corresponds to the cen
ter of the sphere. A number of maxima and minima in t
LDOS are observed as a function of the sphe

FIG. 6. Polarization- and angle-averaged LDOS as a function
radial position for a SiO2 sphere (n51.45) in air, calculated for a
vacuum wavelength of 1.54mm. Data are shown for spheres with
diameter of 175 nm~a!, 340 nm~b!, or 1600 nm~c!.

FIG. 7. Polarization- and angle-averaged LDOS for a S2
sphere (n51.45) in air for a vacuum wavelength of 1.536mm as a
function of normalized radial position~vertical axis! and sphere
diameter~horizontal axis!. The corresponding size parameter is i
dicated on the top axis. The LDOS is indicated by the gray scale
the right and was normalized to the density of states in bulk Si2.
The observed maxima in the LDOS are indicated by the black d
The positions of the magnetic and electric resonances of the sp
are indicated on the top axis. The magnetic~electric! resonance of
order n is indicate byMn

l (En
l ), where l 51 corresponds to the

ground tone and higherl correspond to overtones. No data we
calculated in the cross-hatched region for diameters,50 nm.
7-5
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TABLE I. Measured and calculated decay rates for Er31-doped SiO2 samples~0.2 at % Er!. Results are
given for a 100-nm-thick SiO2 layer and for 340-nm-diam spherical microcavities, both either in contact
air or an index-matching liquid (n51.45). As discussed in the text, measurements of the decay rate in a2

film as a function of refractive index were first made (Wexp). From a comparison with LDOS calculation
Wrad andWnonradwere then determined for the film. The radiative rate of Er in bulk SiO2 was then determined
to be 54 s21. Next, from the measured decay rate of the index-matched spheres, the nonradiative dec
in the colloids was found~47 s21!. From this the radiative decay rate of the colloids in air was found~22 s21!.
The calculated radiative rate in the colloids~40 s21! was derived from a local LDOS calculation combine
with the bulk radiative rate of 54 s21.

Sample CalculatedWrad Wexp ~s21! Wrad ~s21! Wnonrad~s21! QE

SiO2 layer (n51.00) 69 184 69 115 37%
SiO2 layer (n51.45) 90 205 90 115 44%

340-nm sphere (n51.00) 40 69 22 47 32%
340-nm sphere (n51.45) 54 101 54 47 53%
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diameter, which can be compared to the position of Mie re
nances or normal modes of the sphere. The positions of t
resonances are indicated on the top axis. The magnetic~elec-
tric! resonance is labeled asMn

l (En
l ), wheren corresponds to

the order of the resonance.l 51 corresponds to the groun
tone of a resonance, while higherl indicate the overtones.

By comparing the position of the maxima in Fig. 7~indi-
cated by the black dots! with the position of the norma
modes, we find that the maxima in the LDOS correspond
the position of the electric-type resonances. Depending
the order of the resonance, the maximum in the LDOS
curs in the center of the sphere or more towards the pe
eter of the sphere. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the decay ra
ions placed inside a sphere can be enhanced or inhib
depending on both the sphere diameter and the positio
the ions within the sphere.

The Er-doped SiO2 spheres considered in this paper ha
a diameter of 340 nm, which corresponds to a size param
that lies below the size parameter of the lowest~magnetic!
normal mode of the sphere. As can be seen in Fig. 7,
LDOS is a slowly varying function of the sphere diameter
this size range. Assuming a bulk radiative rateWrad554
610 s21, the calculation predicts a radiative decay rate in
range of (35– 40)610 s21 depending on the distribution o
the Er ions within the sphere. Within the errors, these val
agree with the experimentally observed value of
615 s21. For small spheres, the electric field in close pro
imity to the sphere is enhanced due to a strong dipolar c
tribution. The LDOS scales withE2, and thus strongly en
hances the LDOS for small spheres@41#. Since local field
effects will become important for small spheres as well,
did not perform calculations for spheres that are mu
smaller than those used in the experiment, correspondin
the hatched area in Fig. 7.

The measured and calculated decay rates for the S2
layer and the 340-nm spheres are summarized in Table I.
quantum efficiency, defined as the ratio of the radiative r
and the total decay rate, is also indicated in Table I. Both
the film and the sphere, the quantum efficiency increases
increasing index, because of the increased relative contr
tion of radiative decay to the total decay. As can be see
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the table, a large difference in the nonradiative rates ex
between the spheres and the layer. Since the Er concentr
is 0.2 at. % in both cases, this implies that the nonradia
processes that occur in our samples depend on material p
erties other than the Er concentration only. One possibility
a difference in the concentration of2OH quenchers incor-
porated in the SiO2 material that act as centers for nonrad
ative decay@9,42#. In this model, the large difference i
quencher concentration can be explained by a differenc
annealing behavior between a sphere and a thin film.

Finally we note that in our analysis we have assum
single isolated spheres. This greatly facilitates the calcula
of the LDOS since the different polarizations can be trea
separately. In reality, the spheres are touching and depo
on a substrate, which affects the calculated LDOS@43#, and a
full vector calculation of the Maxwell equations is neede
Since the error on the experimentally derived radiative de
rate in the SiO2 colloids is rather large, we were unable
observe a significant difference between the measured
and calculations of the LDOS for an isolated sphere. Si
our experiments were done on relatively small spheres c
pared to the emission wavelength, the effect of neighbor
spheres is expected to be limited. For larger spheres, w
resonances are expected, the effect of the surrounding
expected to be more pronounced, effectively spoiling
resonances observed in Fig. 7.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The radiative decay rate for Er31 implanted at a well-
defined position in a SiO2 thin film was determined by bring
ing it into contact with liquids of different refractive index i
the range between 1.33 and 1.57. The decay rate was fo
to increase with refractive index, an effect that is explain
by a change in the local optical density of states at the p
tion of the Er31 ions in the film. Radiative and nonradiativ
components in the decay were separated and the radi
decay rate for Er in bulk SiO2 was determined to be 54
610 s21.

The LDOS for spherical SiO2 microcavities was cal-
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culated for various radii of the sphere. Depending on
sphere radius and the position of the Er ions in the sph
the radiative decay rate can either be enhanced or inhib
compared to the decay rate in bulk SiO2. A full determina-
tion of the LDOS as a function of sphere diameter revea
that the maxima in the LDOS correspond to the electric-ty
resonances of the spherical microcavity.

The experimentally obtained value for the decay rate
bulk SiO2 was used to compare decay rates measured
Er31 implanted in 340-nm-diam SiO2 colloidal spheres. By
index-matching the spheres, a large increase in decay
from 69 to 101 s21 was observed. The increase can be
e

n

ob
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plained by the calculated increase of the LDOS for a sin
spherical microcavity.
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